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Abstract: Minicomputers programmed in a high-level interactive language form a very attractive 
basis for the development of systems involving close man-computer collaboration. This paper is 
based on a wide range of experience of interactive minicomputer systems in commercial, 
medical, industrial, and scientific applications. It is first argued that the development of systems 
for effective man-computer collaboration requires not only interactive system use but also 
interactive system development. The designer needs to be able to tailor the system to user 
requirements at least partially as an experimental dialogue at a terminal with a user. There 
follows a critique of certain features of central computer utilities that limit their effectiveness in 
interactive applications, leading to a proposal for the use of minicomputer-based systems 
programmed, and used, interactively. We then give a number of case histories of our own 
experience in developing and using web systems in commercial, medical, and scientific 
applications From this experience, we have extracted a number of rubs for programming 
interaction between the user and computer system which we outlined. Finally, the main features 
of the software technology underlying these systems we briefly described. 

I. Introduction 
This paper is based on a wide, but coherent, range of experience in the development and 
application of interactive computer systems during the past six years. It shows that practical cost-
effective interactive systems can be developed simply and swiftly using minicomputers 
programmed in a high-level language. Two particular software engineering techniques are 
singled out as crucially important: that of using a compact interpreter (of a Basic-like language) 
as a standard kernel into which tailored machine-code modules for particular applications may be 
readily integrated; and that of programming the human interaction itself to achieve effective 
man-computer collaboration. 
The applications have been diverse but have in common the requirements for low-cost systems 
($10,000-$80,000) and close man-computer interaction, often involving people with no previous 
experience of computers. They have ranged through: commercial systems, such as securities and 
exchange dealing in the City of London, England [1], on-line television advertisement booking, 
and interactive multicenter market-research studies; medical systems, such as hospital in-patient 
administration [2], clinical trials administration [3], and the automation of psychological and 
clinical dialogues [4], [5]; control and instrumentation systems for a mass spectrometer, speech-
synthesizer and human-operator studies; and a diverse range of interactive data-processing 
applications, e.g., in literary analysis, urban studies [6], chess playing [7], and the development 
of real-time computer systems under emulators [8] . They have involved the development of 
systems and applications software on a variety of minicomputers together with some special-
purpose terminals for human interaction. 
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A. Background to Objectives 
These developments originated from disenchantment with attempts to utilize large central 
computers outside their role as massive scientific calculators. We were particularly concerned 
with applications where valuable professional knowledge and experience were being dissipated 
by dilution with largely clerical activities that seemed suitable for automation: for example, the 
administration of psychological tests, the design or styling of equipment, and marketing of 
products or services. A surprisingly large number of computer applications fall into this category 
and our later studies have included industrial and commercial automation where one can 
envisage the computer as taking the “clerical” load from a skilled technician or accountant. 

We were puzzled as to why many past attempts to apply computers in these areas had met with 
major problems, particularly antipathy on the part of the users whom they were intended to 
serve. Our investigations of several operational systems showed up no fatal flaws in the logic of 
using computers, and indicated that the problems stemmed from technically minor faults which 
irritated users but whose effect was cumulative over a period. It was clear that such faults could 
exist in any system, even one involving only inter-person interaction, but they would normally be 
subject to continuous attrition. Somehow the self-organizing adaptive component of most human 
institutions was being undermined by the manner in which computer systems were being 
introduced. 

We felt that many of these problems that arose in system development based on computers were 
created by the barriers between both system designer and computer, and between users and 
computer, barriers which did not exist when only human beings were involved. For example, one 
would not expect any but a small population of enthusiastic and experienced devotees to 
integrate effectively into any organization in which communications, already in an artificial and 
stilted language, had to be routed through various irrelevant and unreadable intermediate forms; 
replies were received after indeterminate intervals ranging from hours to days; and the majority 
of these belated replies indicated that messages not precisely correct in all aspects had been 
imperiously rejected. When these characteristics are coupled with the problems of definition 
involved in automating clerical or managerial functions previously carried out by people, one 
would expect difficulties to abound, as they have. 
These barriers to effective communication between the users and the computer system were 
already well known, and predicated to break down with the emergence of interactive computer 
utilities [9], [10] allowing direct and immediate man-computer communication. However, it 
seemed to us that such rapid interactive access could be equally beneficial in breaking down the 
barriers between the system designer and computer, and preventing the loss of mutual adjustment 
and adaptation that we had noted. In particular, we placed great emphasis on the capability of 
implementing a trial system very rapidly and further developing it simply and swiftly as a result 
of user experience. If a clerk is criticized for making an error or presenting information badly, he 
can respond immediately and correct his mistakes or re-present the information. This immediate 
interaction with the source of criticism seemed a vital component in system development. A 
person may know that he does not want what is offered by the system and yet be unable to 
specify precisely an acceptable alternative. Offering several possibilities immediately while the 
critical reaction is still sharp is the human approach to optimization. Introducing a substantial 
time lag of hours or days when a computer involved undermines this process of negative 
feedback in system development. The system designer needed the capability of rapid and flexible 
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communication with the computer system as much as did the user, although for different 
purposes. 

B. Problems in the Use of Central Utilities 
In the early sixties, interactive access to computer systems was beginning to become available, 
generally via teleprinter terminals connected over modems through the telephone system to a 
time-sharing partition in a central EDP machine. The prime purpose of such access was 
interactive editing of programs intended for batch use and actual interaction with production 
programs was not encouraged and often not possible. On some systems, the editor had been 
supplemented with interactive calculation facilities based on Joss [11], [12] or Basic [13], [14] 
but again the prime intent of these systems was interactive programming rather than interactive 
programs. 
We experimented with the use of the early time-sharing systems in a variety of interactive 
situations largely relating to clinical medicine and psychology [15], [16], but found that, despite 
the benefits gained from direct interactive access by both developers and users, various problems 
still substantially detracted from the value of the systems. 
1) Reliability of Access: The importance of remote interactive users finding the system available 
when they try to access it cannot be over-emphasized. Many applications—the administration of 
hospital-bed availability, for example— depend on continuous 24-h service. Even when a delay 
in access can be tolerated theoretically, however, it can be psychologically devastating to the 
remote user community. 
A remote user of the time-sharing service is isolated from the staff controlling it and becomes 
totally so when the system is not available. In particular, he is not aware when the system has 
become available again and is faced with psychologically disturbing uncertainty as to whether to 
try again and face further rejection or wait until the system may possibly have become available. 
It is a natural human reaction to attempt to avoid such a conflict situation, and it can be avoided 
by ceasing to use the computer-based system. Since most of our potential users had no particular 
enthusiasm for computers, often quite the contrary, any demotivating influence was a major 
problem. 

We found that time-sharing systems run as an adjunct to primarily batch-processing utilities did 
not have a sufficiently high level of accessibility since this was not relevant to their main 
function. The user of a batch-processing system does not notice, for example, the 2--h scheduled 
downtime for maintenance or other purposes. The efficient and cost-effective organization of a 
central batch-processing utility has a variety of solutions, many of which are not compatible with 
continuous interactive access. Only when the remote user is given first priority and the system is 
administered primarily with his requirements in mind do these problems not arise. 
2) Cost of Access: The cost of accessing a remote timeshared system tends to be high because of 
the following reasons. 

a) Giving priority to the interactive user does not lead to cost-effective use of the central utility. 
b) The very existence of a job connected to a terminal, even when no computation is under way, 
ties up expensive resources in core buffers, peripheral drivers, and line equipment. 
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c) The costs of communication are themselves high. In Britain a daytime call over the public 
network more than 50 mi away can cost some $20/h. This makes nonsense of the decreasing 
costs of access to the computer itself. This problem was further exacerbated by the difficulties 
faced by our users in dialing up over the public network. It was desirable that the terminal be 
available at all times, and having to dial up and log in before access was again not conducive to 
use of the system. 
3) Uncontrolled Response Time: It is well known that the response-time characteristics of a time-
sharing system lead to excessively long waits when the system is overloaded. This will clearly 
happen to any system and is not peculiar to a central utility. What is less apparent, however, is 
that overloading is a function of the user population and that it, and hence the response time, can 
be controlled far more readily as that population becomes homogenous and well defined. The 
active users of a central utility fluctuate wildly and uncontrollably in their characteristics and the 
load they place upon it. Clever scheduling techniques can reduce the effects of this fluctuation 
and give priority to certain classes of user, but they rarely remove it completely. 
We found, in practice, that the normal centralized system could not give a well-defined 
maximum response time to even the virtually zero-computation interactive user, and that again 
the sheer variability of system response time without apparent cause was demoralizing to the 
remote user. In human conversation, hesitation plays an important part in indicating significance 
[17] and our later experience has indicated that the relation between time taken to respond and 
activity requested is recognized naturally by users. 
4) Inflexibility in Communication Protocols: Most central utilities are naturally matched to some 
form of typewriter, or equivalent visual display, as a remote terminal. We found it necessary, for 
example, in psychological testing, to use random-access microfilm, or audio terminals which, 
although operating within the same character set as a typewriter terminal, did not necessarily 
obey the same communications protocol. For example, one commercial remote microfilm 
terminal formats its messages with STX and ETX which is quite correct by international 
standards but not expected from a typewriter terminal. It so happens that ETX (control C) is the 
return-to-monitor control command in some executives which made it impossible to use the 
terminal without modification. Similar problems were encountered with the use of RUBOUT on 
ASCII terminals as a significant character (meaning erase last character) by many executives. 
This character is frequently generated by a noise on the line to a remote terminal and users find it 
exasperating to see the last character of their message deleted while they are thinking about the 
next (if they understand what is happening!). 
These problems can clearly be overcome by redesigning the communication protocols. Again 
this proved so difficult as to be impossible in using a general central utility. Only. when the 
machine was dedicated to our users were we able to overcome the problem. 

C. Overall Objectives 

None of the problems noted in the previous section make it impossible for a central computer 
utility to form the basis of practical cost-effective interactive systems. However, they are 
significant limitations on both cost, and human, factors in the applicability of such systems, and 
they led us to investigate the possibility of developing interactive timeshared systems based on 
minicomputers which could be dedicated to a small group of users. With our emphasis on simple 
swift interactive program development, a high-level problem-orientated language and multiuser 
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operating system seemed essential. In the early sixties, the gulf between the simple laboratory 
minicomputer and the large EDP machine was far greater than it is today, particularly in 
availability of such software. However, the development of operating systems such as Thor for 
the PDP1 [18] and TSS8 for the PDP8 [19], [20], and of languages such as joss on the 4096-
word Johnniac [11], [12] or Telcomp on the PDP7 [21], indicated that suitable facilities could be 
made available. 
Since we were particularly concerned with the problem of effective seminatural language 
interaction with users, often for nonnumeric purposes, the main limitation of the existent 
minicomputer calculator languages was inadequate facilities for the general treatment of 
character strings. Weizenbaum’s Eliza [22], [23] set us a standard for the type of string-
processing necessary to handle natural conversational interaction. We also needed numeric 
computation and the ability to control and access large data structures on files. Clearly Cobol or 
PL1 could have coped with the problem and Snobol [24] was nearly ideal in the facilities it 
offered, particularly for the contextual analysis of strings [25]. However, these were large-
machine languages and it was an open question as to whether comparable facilities could be 
offered in an interactive language on a minicomputer. We felt that given the flexibility to tailor a 
language logically to both applications and implementation, a minicomputer-based high-level 
language interactive system could be developed which would rival very much larger hardware/ 
language systems. 

Thus we ended our preliminary studies of the use of interactive computers, largely in psychology 
and medicine, with the conviction that minicomputer-based systems programmed in a high-level 
interactive language could provide a highly effective basis for the development of practical and 
cost-effective systems designed for close man-computer collaboration. Our first experience in 
implementing this type of system was, probably very fortunately, on a machine which made 
available very small store partitions. The TSS8 [19], [20] was a timeshared version of the PDP8 
with a very advanced monitor for its time, but offering each user only a 4096 × 12 bit word core 
partition plus access to file space on a fixed-head disk. We added to our more philosophical 
system design requirements the rather pragmatic one of fitting the complete language system, 
both run-time and program editing, together with a reasonable sized user program, into 4K words 
of store. This did not prove difficult in practice and it has been a major virtue of all later 
generations of the system on other machines that they are usable with very small configurations, 
making interactive high-level language programming feasible in truly mini systems. 
In summary, our initial objective was to design a minicomputer-based interactive system to 
provide a basic module for system development in applications involving close man-computer 
collaboration that included the following features. 
1) Cost Effective: This should stem in hardware terms, from the use of minicomputers available 
as a collection of hardware modules that could be minimally configured to the requirements of a 
particular application, and, in software terms, from the ease and speed of system development in 
an interactive high-level language. 
2) Reliable: Again, small minicomputer configurations designed for industrial use with minimal 
electromechanical peripherals should be capable of maintaining 24-h day continuous service 
over long periods. 
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3) Responsive: We aimed to tune the system to the interactive user with short-time quanta 
(typically 100-200 ms) and a priority of input-output over computation. 
4) Flexible in Terminal Support: We aimed to make input-output as directly accessible as 
possible, consistent with system security, and, in our own monitors, to parametrize all terminal 
protocols to give high generality. 
5) Supported Natural-Language-Like Interaction: We aimed for no constraints on the syntax or 
semantics of interaction, and a language which made it simple to program any interactive 
protocol natural to the user. 
6) Supported Interactive System Development: We wanted to be able to modify at one terminal 
the system being used at another terminal, a dangerous possibility but expressing the ultimate 
degree of interactive system design. 
7) Unrestricted in Its Data-Processing Capabilities: We wanted unrestricted access to the data-
processing facilities of the configuration, i.e., not a specialist language geared only to string 
processing. A minicomputer has a significant “number-crunching” capability that may be used 
advantageously, e.g., in batch-mode overnight. 
8) Modular and Flexible: We saw ourselves as setting up a skeleton system that could be rapidly 
adapted for any particular purpose. 

D. Organization of Paper 
Our early experience with interactive systems and the objectives outlined in the previous section 
led us to develop a compact interactive language, Basys [26], whose syntax was closely 
modelled on Dartmouth Basic but whose facilities were closer to those of a systems 
programming language. The main features of Basys are the compactness of the complete 
language system (34K bit of program and tables + typically 24K bit per user program area); the 
aids to rapid interactive program development; the facilities for handling data structures and 
records with mixed lengths and types of operand; the facilities for the manipulation and 
contextual analysis of arbitrary-length 7-bit character strings; and the ease of extension of the 
language to integrate in new commands providing special-purpose facilities. There are now 
many versions of the language in use under the names Quasic [27], Quasac [28] (both for TSS8), 
Aims [29] (PDP11), Minsys [30] (Minic I), and Basys [31] (PDP9, PDP10, and PDP11), and a 
detailed technical presentation of its facilities is given in [26]  
It is not our intention in this paper to attempt to propagate Basys as a programming language. A 
final section on the language itself and its implementation extracts only those aspects of it that 
have been particularly important to the success of applications and which have more general 
implications. In the next section we introduce a sample of the applications of a number of Basys 
systems to illustrate the immediate practical potential of minicomputer-based systems 
programmed in a high-level interactive language. Out of these application studies, we have 
developed some basic precepts for programming the interactive dialogue between the user and 
the computer and these are reported in a further main section. 
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II. SOME APPLICATION STUDIES 
No matter how cogent and convincing the arguments one can develop for the application of 
certain systems engineering techniques, their most important attributes will always remain their 
utility in actual system development. There are so many interacting variables in reality that 
neither success nor failure of a project can logically validate, or invalidate, a specific technique. 
However, the credibility of the arguments is greatly affected by the situations in which they have 
been generated. The following sections present brief reviews of some representative Basys 
systems with special emphasis on those aspects relating to man-computer collaboration and 
speed of development. 

A. Commercial Applications 

Although Basys was not designed with business systems in mind, we have regarded commercial 
applications as the ultimate test of system utility, particularly cost effectiveness. When the first 
TSS8-based system became available, we found immediate interest in its potential for business 
use. A typical class of application was that which requires the control of a limited 
nonhomogeneous resource to be allocated to a variety of clients by a number of agents, e.g., the 
sale of package holidays, and the placement of secretarial staff. A good example is a system 
developed for the sale of television advertising time. The task is simple in concept but involves 
continually updating a complex data structure, searching it for available slots according to 
various criteria, and detecting and resolving conflicts such as competitive products in adjacent 
slots. 
The time-scale for the development of an advertisement booking system on the TSS8 is of 
particular interest because it illustrates the capability to generate trial systems rapidly. A model 
system with a range of facilities for inserting or deleting slots, booking slots, searching for 
available slots, examining the scheduled advertisements, etc., was developed in 20 man-hours 
over one weekend on a remote terminal to the TSS8. The system was highly interactive and 
designed for users completely new to computers (the conventional system for booking is an 
elaborate array of roller blinds with inserts for booking cards). We have used it to exemplify 
many of the techniques for programming interaction discussed in the next main section. (Later, 
Fig. 12 will show a dialogue with the system in which the initial query prompts a list of possible 
commands and then the booking sequence is entered. Figs. 13 and 14 will show how bookings 
are made and modified.) All inputs are validated on entry, e.g., in Fig. 1, the agency is found 
uniquely but the product is not, which causes all products for that agency beginning with the 
input string to be listed for further selection (if there were none, those containing the string 
would be listed; if none again, all products for the agency would be listed). At the termination of 
the entry sequence, the proposed action is printed for confirmation. Fig. 2 shows a request for the 
schedule between 18.00 and 20.00 on August 4, which is printed out formatted as a clear and 
simple document. 
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Fig. 1: Resolution of ambiguity in a TV booking sequence. The user is booking a slot for 

Andres on behalf of agency JWT. He gives just the first letter of the product which is 
ambiguous-the system lists all those beginning with that letter to resolve the ambiguity.  

 
Fig. 2. Document production—a TV schedule printout.  

This type of application seems a very natural one for an interactive minicomputer in Basys. It is 
essentially control of a medium-size data base with interactive, prompted, and validated data 
entry, and production of a variety of documents. The numerical data-processing and file-sorting 
loads are low although not insignificant. There have been a number of successful business 
systems using Basys in this type of application, notably in London for foreign exchange and gilt-
edged security dealing. This last application illustrates the use of more complex numerical data 
processing and graphic terminals and is outlined in the next section. 
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B. A Commercial Application—Gilt-Edged Security Dealing 
Between August and December 1972, we developed a display-based interactive minicomputer 
system programmed in Basys for gilt-edged security broking that was installed in the London 
Stock Exchange in January 1973 [1]. The configuration is illustrated in Fig. 3. It consists of 20K 
× 16 bit core PDP11/20, 256K × 16 bit fixed-head disk, two 145K × 16 bit magnetic tape units, 6 
channels of 32 line × 48 character television displays, 5 storage-tube graphic displays, and a 
30CPS teleprinter. It is installed in the same office as the twelve dealers it serves and is 
continuously updated with information on price changes over a radio link from the exchange 
floor. For each security, current yields and deviations from the general trend are calculated and 
displayed on television monitors (Fig. 3). The graphic terminals enable dealers to request 
individual stock-by-stock comparisons, fitted trend lines, and other facilities for investment 
analysis. 

 
Fig. 3. Gilt-edged security dealing station in Stock Exchange office. Foreground left: 

graphic display and keyboards. Center: television monitor display of prices and yields. 
Right: telephone key system. In the right background can be seen the computer.  

The physical dealing situation before a computer was installed was that twelve dealers and 
ancillary staff, each with a multiline key-and-lamp telephone desk set, were in a small office 
grouped in clusters specializing in different types of stock. Price information was telephoned in 
from the exchange floor and written up on a rollerblind display in a maximally visible position. 
A list of prices and yields of all stocks, calculated from the previous night’s closing position, was 
circulated each day. Graphs of some bases for stock comparison, such as redemption yield as a 
function of period to redemption, were drawn by hand. Desk calculators were available for the 
recalculation of yields as prices changed during the day. A timesharing computer bureau was 
used once a day to give stock by stock comparisons based on the last three months’ prices. 
As far as the dealers are concerned, the computer system has three distinct functions. 
1) Immediate Market State: Each dealer has a television monitor (middle Fig. 3) and keyboard 
enabling him to select any one of 6 pages (32 lines of 48 characters) of information relating to 
stocks (these are driven by a central MOS store updated a line at a time by the computer). The 
pages are divided into 3 groups of two—the groups being short/medium/long Redeemable 
stocks—the first page of each pair contains the latest price/touch and yield information on each 
stock—the second page of each pair contains details of the most recent price changes for the 
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corresponding stocks. The information is updated continuously by an operator in radio 
communication with the exchange floor working at a 30-CPS typewriter. The computer 
calculates the yields from the prices and internally stored information to produce a continuously 
updated display—changes within the last few minutes are asterisked and the time of most recent 
change is recorded on the appropriate pages. News flashes are also put up on one page and 
relevant financial information (spot and forward sterling, etc.) on another. 
2) Stock Comparison: Many major decisions revolve around which particular stock to sell or buy 
and whether to switch funds from one stock to another. Much of the relevant information is best 
presented graphically and each dealer has access to a storage tube graphic display (left Fig. 3) 
and calculator-style numeric keyboard (5 of these are mounted on small turntables so that they 
can be swivelled to face any one in a group of 4 dealers). At any time during the day, the 
computer can be requested to fit a range of polynomial curves to the plot of stock yields against 
period to redemption. Dealers can display any part of the plot with any curve fitted (up to fifth 
order) in order to ascertain whether a particular stock has a better than expected yield or to look 
for stocks with good yields (the numerical deviation of a stock from one of these curves is also 
shown on the TV screens). 

The graphic displays also have alphanumeric facilities and are used to give a dealer individually 
requested stock by stock comparisons. All the current information on any two stocks may be 
displayed in conjunction for comparison. Additionally, the system maintains a record of the last 
64-days characteristics of a stock (maximum and minimum price and yield, etc.) and the 
comparison includes the maximum and minimum of various differential parameters of the stocks 
(price ratios, yield differences, etc.) over a period for comparison with current values. 

3 Investment Research: One function of a dealer is to act as an investment analyst investigating 
the relative merits of various stocks, coming to some understanding of the reasons for the past 
behavior of stocks, both absolutely and relative to one another, and trying to predict what future 
trends will be. This is because much of the time future trends are a function of extra-market 
influences and attention is focused on events in the politico-economic world. There are also 
many occasions, however, when the market is comparatively quiet, possibly seeking to attain 
some new equilibrium after events have modified the basis of financial logic. At such times, it is 
useful to be able to “browse” through stocks, comparing their merits on different bases, and 
generally looking for individual stocks whose rating is inappropriate in relation to the market as 
a whole. Switching in or out of such stocks may be attractive to particular clients even when they 
are not otherwise inclined to be active in dealing. The system gives such “browsing” facilities at 
the graphics terminals—e.g., plots may be made of the range of price ratios of one stock to 
another over the last three months, showing the effect of different tax liabilities, centered on the 
mean value to indicate deviations, and with a marker for the current position. The stock-by-stock 
comparisons already mentioned may also be used for such investment analysis, and there is a 
facility for an overnight printout of a cross-comparison of all stocks against all others with 
markers for parameters which are within 10 percent of their peak value during the last three 
months. 

Thus the dealer has, literally at his fingertips, complete up-to-date figures of recent price 
changes, the current market prices, the associated yields, and deviations from the fitted curve of 
yields for every stock. He is able to quote to clients, in whatever detail is required, the exact 
situation for every stock. In addition, he can request at the graphics terminal a cross-comparison 
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of two stocks that he is discussing with a client and, within a few seconds, be able to quote 
comparative figures on the relative merits of the two stocks and their behavior over the past three 
months. On a longer term basis, the dealer may browse through a wealth of data about stocks for 
purposes of investment analysis, and to confirm or invalidate his appraisals of stocks based on 
other sources of information. 

 
Fig. 4. The “shorts language.” The price printout on the left shows . how the program 

interprets the coded price range information previously entered on the right. The initial 
price already stored is 94½.  

The application program suite generally consisted of some 40 Basys programs, on average about 
100 lines long, written to a large extent as independent entities, each working on one single 
central well-defined file structure. Many of these were developed and debugged on the system 
while it was in use and much of the fine detail of output formats, etc., was essentially an 
interactive dialogue between users and programmer while the system was in operation. In this 
type of application, where the role of the computer is novel for all concerned, while a functional 
specification is vital in advance, a great deal of the design of proper user-computer interaction 
can only be done at the stage where the possibilities can be demonstrated and experienced in 
reality. The facility of interactive system modification allowed the final stage of system design to 
be a snuggling together of computer and user into a reasonably symbiotic relationship—not one 
where the computer was highly parasitic on the users’ powers of adaptation! 
A good example of the use of Basys string processing to adapt the system to the user is the 
“shorts language” developed for input and display or prices of the short stocks. These prices are 
communicated in a dealer’s jargon which has various short forms for common situations and, on 
analysis, turns out to be consistent, unambiguous, and less prone to errors in verbal transmission 
than number strings. Fig. 4 shows the language in use: only the buying and selling fractions are 
communicated (the number of whole pounds, the “big figure,” is obvious with short stocks); 
sixteenths are referred to by the numerator only—5 is 5/16; “under” means less by 1/32, “close 
under” means less by 1/64—these were written, e.g., U3 (=5/32), CU3 (=11/64); similarly for 
“over” and “close over;” “either side” means a price range from -1/32 to +1/32 about a center 
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price—this was written e.g., -7- (=13/32 to 15/32); “close to close” meant ±1/64 e.g., 1/2CC 
(=31/64 to 33/64). The highly favorable dealer reaction to the changeover from fractions to the 
commonly used jargon stressed once again the importance of using in full the computers 
encoding/decoding capabilities to match user expectations and requirements. 

C. A Health Services Application—Hospital Administration 
The securities system described in the previous section typifies the larger type of application 
where the use of an interactive minicomputer programmed in a high-level language can lead to 
both better man-computer collaboration and a short system development period. In that 
application, the data-base is comparatively small, as is the number of users. A technically similar 
system installed in a large general hospital illustrates the control of a much larger on-line file 
structure for a more extensive and diverse community of users. This is a PDP11/45 installed at 
Southend General Hospital (supported by the Department of Health and Social Security as part 
of its experimental program) [32], [33] in April 1974, initially for in-patient administration, after 
pilot trials on a remote TSS 8 [2]. 
The administration of in-patient admissions and discharges in the hospital provides an excellent 
example of distributed decision-making based on a large body of data which is changing minute 
by minute. The admission of a patient ties up resources, clinical and nursing staff, a bed, catering 
facilities, possible operating theater time, intensive care equipment, etc. It also entails the 
creation of records, the communication of past medical history, calls on the pharmacy, 
radiological services, and so on. The discharge of a patient releases these resources but also 
creates new demands elsewhere—on the general practitioner, welfare services, etc., which must 
be properly communicated. The hospital group caters for a population of 300 000, has some 
1200 beds, and averages about 200 admissions and discharges daily. 
The decision to admit a new patient is not a simple one. Even the availability of a suitable bed 
may be difficult to determine. Patients themselves require notice that they are to come into 
hospital since this may involve considerable disruption of their own domestic and working 
arrangements. Hence the bed and other resources are required not now but at some future date. 
However, the discharge of other patients to release these resources can only be predicted, not 
planned, since each individual case is subject to possible complications which may extend the 
necessary length of stay. It was this problem of predictive resource control in admitting patients 
that formed the first application of the Southend system. 

The main data base is a set of files containing information on patients waiting for hospital places, 
patients actually in the hospital, and those previously discharged. These are created and updated 
by clerks through interactive dialogues at teleprinters or visual displays as in the other 
applications, and are used to generate a wide range of displays and documents tailored to the 
requirements of particular hospital staff. The mechanism by which the state of the active data 
base is continually validated, and the predictive information is generated, is particularly 
interesting since it illustrates the role of document production for information acquisition as an 
alternative to terminal interaction. 
Prior to the installation of the computer system, a catering return used to be circulated to the 
wards each day to determine the meals required. Now this document is produced by the system 
as shown in Fig. 5 and contains an additional column giving the estimate currently held of each 
patient’s expected length of stay. The nursing staff which completes the catering return also 
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adjusts the length of stay information if necessary and these changes are entered centrally into 
the system. Validation is inherent in this approach because the nurse is also aware if the patient 
has been discharged or moved to another ward, and corrects the return if this information has not 
been entered into the data-base. Thus the nurses have a natural channel of communication with 
the computer that is a simple extension of their current activity (and an attractive one because 
they can see what the central administration thinks their workload is) and does not involve direct 
interaction with terminals. 

 
Fig. 5. Catering return circulated to wards to ascertain meals required and also used to 

obtain updated estimates of expected length of stay.  
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It may seem strange in a paper on interactive systems to make a virtue of avoiding the need for 
interaction, but it can be overused and the role, and value, of producing documents for 
circulation is sometimes overlooked. A high-quality document based on the accurate, timely 
information acquired by the interactive system has a psychological impact of its own. It is 
businesslike, engendering trust and a desire to maintain its standards, and yet it is not an 
overwhelming piece of technology for a simple task, as is a visual display. Documents also have 
the virtue of portability (the catering return goes round the ward with the meals trolley—a visual 
display would be both cumbersome and splashed with gravy), and can be slipped into the ward 
records of a patient’s case notes. 
The length of stay estimates are themselves used to provide documents for use by the consultants 
to aid their planning of admissions, and by the ward sister to aid her planning of the work pattern 
of the ward. Fig. 6 shows such a forecast document for one ward—it can be seen that the ward 
will become overbooked on Monday the 31st according to the current estimates. A further 
example of document production is the discharge letter shown in Fig. 7, two copies of which are 
produced when a patient is due for discharge and placed in his case notes. When a consultant 
decides the patient may leave, he completes the remaining parts of the letter and gives a copy to 
the patient to present to his doctor. Note again that the consultant does not have to interact with 
the computer system, and yet it is taking a major part of the workload of letter writing from him.  

 
Fig. 6. Forecast bed occupancy in one ward.  
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Fig. 7. Letter to doctor to be completed by the consultant on discharging the patient.  

It is this balanced use of interaction, document production, and human activity, each to best 
effect in its most useful area, that characterizes a well-designed system. Fortunately the glamour 
of interactive systems in themselves is wearing sufficiently thin for critical appraisals to be made 
of the need for proposed interaction. It is also evident in practice that the smaller a system, the 
more easy it is to make that appraisal correctly. 

D. A Human Application—Automated Psychological Assessment 
In the case histories given so far, even though the staff involved in interacting with computer 
have not been computer orientated, they have all been professionally engaged in their own work 
aided by the computer and might be expected to have an interest in learning to use the system. 
The present example differs in that it involves the use of terminals by ordinary members of the 
public, in particular geriatric patients with little previous experience of the use of any 
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technology. The problems involved in automated psychological assessment, and the merits of the 
technique, are many and varied, but they have been well described by Gedye [3] - [5], [15], [16] 
and we shall concentrate on the technical problems and results obtained. 
When a pharmaceutical company develops a new preparation, it cannot market it without a 
prolonged series of trials, initially with animals and finally with human patients under clinical 
supervision. Only after clear evidence of positive therapeutic effects and adequate checks for 
deleterious side-effects have been presented to a government agency is the company able to 
make the preparation generally available. There are two distinct problems in the implementation 
of a clinical trial for which an interactive computer-based system provides an attractive solution: 
trial management in general and the administration of psychological tests in the case of psycho-
active preparations. 
In 1970, we implemented a system on the TSS8 for both clinical trial management, and the 
automated administration of psychological tests, which has since been widely used in trials of 
geriatric preparations. The trial administration system greatly resembles a scaled-down version 
of a hospital administration system, the main difference being that the trials often take place at a 
number of geographically widely separated centers. However, the psychological assessment 
required a different technology since the tests involved reactions to colored pictures and could 
not be administered over a conventional terminal. 
It was essential to the ease of administration of the trials that they could be carried out using 
portable terminals connected to the remote TSS8 over conventional modems and telephone line, 
preferably at teleprinter data rates. For purposes of psychological testing, it was necessary to be 
able to display colored pictorial material at the remote terminal and measure the operator’s 
reaction time in responding to it in milliseconds. Clearly neither requirement was possible as a 
continuous activity over the 110-baud modem link. However, since the pictorial material was 
known in advance to be one out of a set of some hundreds of items, and reaction times of about 
400 ms had to be measured only once every four seconds, the actual data rate necessary to 
control and monitor the interaction was comparatively low. 
To take advantage of this low average data rate, it was necessary to select the prepared pictorial 
material at the remote terminal and to measure the reaction time there also. A terminal was 
developed for this purpose based on a random-access microfilm projector manufactured by Saab 
in Sweden [34] and intended for medical and commercial data retrieval [35] . The basic Saab 
terminal consists of a cabinet similar in size and styling to a 9-in television monitor, containing a 
microfilm transport and projector for 16-mm film. Recorded on the edge of the film are code 
bars which are read optically to enable the ends of the film to be located, and individual frames 
to be located by counting their position from an end. Associated with the projector is an 
electronic controller which decodes digital control signals as commands to move the film, counts 
to the required frame, and positions it accurately for display on the screen. The film is 
transported at a rate of some 200 frames/s which, allowing for acceleration, enables any one of 
100 frames to be accessed randomly within a second and any one of 1000 frames to be selected 
within a few seconds. 
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Fig. 8. Random-access microfilm terminal and reaction-time logger used in psychological 

assessment.  
The basic terminal was extensively modified both physically and electronically to provide the 
additional facilities required and to ensure a suitable man-machine interface for use with non-
computer-orientated subjects; the final form of terminal is shown in the photograph of Fig. 8. A 
short pedestal and escutcheon were added to angle the screen comfortably and hide all indicator 
lamps (whose operation proved to be extremely distracting). The front part of the pedestal also 
serves as the base for one of a set of keyboard modules, ranging from extremely simple two-key 
units for psychological testing, to complex multifunction keyboards with indicator lamps for 
market research studies. In market research applications, the keyboard of the terminal shown in 
Fig. 6 is replaced by one with a linear array of 15 additional keys near the screen which can be 
used for multichoice responses and for entering a point on a preference or sujective-rating scale. 
The pedestal also contains the additional electronics to measure the time between the terminal 
shutter opening and a key being depressed, and to encode this and the identification of the key 
into ASCII characters for transmission to the computer. 
A conventional teleprinter is associated with the microfilm terminal and the complete 
configuration appears to be a 110baud ASCII teleprinter to the remote computer so that no 
special arrangements are necessary to drive it. The communications protocol was such that the 
character stream from the computer is normally directed to the teleprinter until an escape 
character is received, when it is interpreted as a command to the microfilm terminal. The-
command primes the keyboard (where indicator lamps indicate the active keys) and causes the 
film to be moved. The terminal acknowledges receipt of the command, reports successful 
movement of the film (the frame counting system has spurious signal and end-of-film detection 
logic), and transmits back the keys depressed and the reaction time. The ASCII messages 
involved are readily generated and decoded in Basys. 

The microfilm terminal proved to be totally acceptable to patients and readily used even by 
institutionalized geriatric patients who were otherwise regarded as completely incapable. A 
complete analysis of the results of the test is immediately available on the teleprinter when the 
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patient has completed it; Fig. 9 shows such an analysis indicating graphically the trajectory 
through the test, the maximum level reached, time taken, and other statistics. This result is 
available not only to the clinician, who can use it to assess the progress of the patient, but also to 
the clinical trial director at an entirely different remote location who can follow the progress of 
the trial at his own terminal to the TSS8. The system provides many other facilities to aid both 
the clinicians involved, and the trial director, in administering the trial; Fig. 10 shows a listing of 
trial status in terms of what patients have taken what tests, and Fig. 11 shows a transaction log of 
the activity at one particular trial center. 

 
Fig. 9. Analysis of performance on computer-administered test. 

 
Fig. 10. Status of trial. For each patient, the dates of the tests they have taken. 
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Fig. 11. Transaction log of day’s activity at one trial center. 

This system was initially justified as a cost-effective technique for clinical trial administration 
and for the improved sensitivity of psychological assessment provided. However, it has proved 
attractive in the routine administration of the type of clinic where the trials have taken place, and 
we have recently installed a stand-alone Basys system using a 16K × 8 bit Minic I computer with 
a 5-Mbyte cartridge disk as file store in the geriatric clinic of a London teaching hospital 
(supported by a grant from the Nuffield Founadtion). This possibility of pilot studies on a remote 
general-purpose system, with later transfer to a dedicated (although still multiuser) system, has 
proven important in many applications in allowing design and development to proceed with full 
user interaction before there is any commitment to hardware. 

E. Some Other Applications 

There has been a wide range of Basys system applications similar to those already described, 
e.g., the gilt-edged securities system has its counterparts in foreign exchange broking systems; 
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and the terminal for automated psychological testing has proved equally efficacious in 
administering market research questionnaires. Once Basys was available, however, it became 
attractive to use it in a range of applications where user interaction was not of prime importance, 
but where the compactness, power, or modularity of the implementations was of greater interest. 
Some of these applications throw additional light on the techniques we have described and are 
reviewed briefly in this section. 
An important class of applications is that where a minicomputer is to be used to control a 
complex peripheral device and, rather than write all the applications in machine code, an 
implementation of Basys has been extended to interface the control programs to a Basys 
command. A good example is a parametric speech synthesizer whose control program was 
incorporated into Basys on the PDP9. All the programs to translate between phoneme/ inflection 
strings and synthesizer parameters are written in Basys. They generate an array which is passed 
to a small machine-code synthesizer control program, and this outputs the contents of the array to 
the synthesizer. A similar approach has been taken to instrumentation where, for example, a 
mass spectrometer interfaced to a Minic I has its own machine-code data acquisition and 
smoothing programs, but all the calibration and analysis programs are written in Basys. In 
another signal-processing application, an FFT command has been incorporated in Basys which 
applies a machine-code Fourier transform program to a Basys array. 
An application which made full use of both interaction and extendability was an emulator for the 
Minic I machine in a real-time application [8]. We had to develop a patient monitoring system 
for an intensive care ward using a 1024 × 8 bit Minic coupled to a 128-kbyte drum, graphic 
display, clinician’s keyboard, teleprinter, tape reader, magnetic tape, and an analog/digital 
convertor multiplexed around up to 64 transducers (8 beds × 8 transducers). The target machine 
was too small for software development and many of the peripherals were themselves being 
developed. We decided, as an experiment, to develop the complete system under an emulator, 
not only of the computer, but also of the peripherals and interrupt system. 
A command, Minic, was added to a PDP10 implementation of Basys which picked up an array 
containing a block of parameters, the values of the Minic hardware registers, and the 1K × 8 bit 
core store. A machine code emulator then executed a number of Minic instructions and returned 
to Basys. It also returned when it encountered input/output or microprogram extension entry 
instructions, allowing all peripheral transfers to be mediated by Basys. Emulators for all the 
peripherals on the system were written in Basys itself, as was a symbolic debug program. The 
Minic simulator kept track of instruction execution times so that clock interrupts could be 
emulated. Other interrupts could be emulated by passing control to the Minic simulator for 
randomly distributed time periods. The complete emulation was available as an interactive 
program in Basys on the.PDP10 and the programs developed for the target system were 
debugged from a terminal. The final patient-monitoring system consisted of some 30 256 × 8 bit 
machine code overlays. 
An assembler for the normal Minic assembly language was written in Basys in about two man-
days. The symbolic debug and emulation environment took about three man-days. The same 
system has also been used to develop a floating-point arithmetic package and a Basys interpreter 
for other Minic computers. The ease of these developments indicates that the use of an emulator 
imbedded in a high-level language on an interactive system is a very effective technique for both 
normal software and real-time system development. 
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The string-handling facilities of Basys have made it attractive to many users requiring 
nonnumeric data processing, for example, in the analysis of literary texts, grammatical inference, 
and so on. Its simplicity of use has also caused it to be widely used where other, more efficient, 
numerical data processing languages would appear more appropriate, e.g., statistical studies, 
clustering techniques, automata analysis, etc. The ease of making these packages available in 
interactive form has itself proved important and is leading to the development of man-machine 
collaborative systems even when not originally intended. 

III. THE PROGRAMMING OF INTERACTION 
When one examines the technical factors underlying the wide range of successful applications of 
interactive minicomputer systems programmed in Basys, the language itself and its 
implementation come naturally to mind. However, there is another technology which plays an 
equal, if not greater, part and which is so novel in concept that it is easily overlooked. This is the 
programming of the interactive dialogue between user and system to ensure simple, natural, and 
accurate man-computer communication. The literature on this topic is sparse, poor features of 
early designs are propagated, and useful techniques too rarely publicized. Martin’s recent book 
[36] is particularly important in recognizing the subject area and providing a wealth of examples 
from operational systems. Kennedy [37] has investigated experimentally the behavior of non-
computer-orientated staff using a Basys system in a hospital, and has argued for certain 
fundamental techniques in establishing interactive dialogues [38]. There are also the beginnings 
of analytical studies of interaction [39]. 
It would be wrong to pretend to any science in the development of effective interactive dialogues 
at present. However, as a result of trial and error in our own experience of developing interactive 
systems, we have come to regard certain techniques as extremely valuable. The following 
sections outline these techniques, discuss their rationale, and summarize them as a set of useful 
“rules.” 

A. The User Image of the System 
The most important single consideration in programming interaction is the user’s image of the 
system. Sitting at a teleprinter or visual display interacting with a remote machine, remote from 
other users and the results of his interaction, the system user forms some model of what lies 
behind his terminal. This model can be very complex indeed—we have shown elsewhere that a 
system as simple as a two-state stochastic automaton leads to indefinitely complex models under 
certain, not unrealistic, experimental conditions [40]. A major objective of the system designer 
must be to avoid completely all unnecessary complexity in the user’s model. It is not easy to be 
precise, however, about what is desirable—a user at a terminal is not just another automaton but 
a human being subject to emotion, motivation, learning, and so on. He will react to the 
“personality” of the system as much as its function and, with users whose motivation to become 
involved with a computer is not high, this may be of prime importance. 

What factors influence the user’s image of the system and how does it come to be built up? We 
may distinguish the following characteristics. 
1) Stereotyped Expectations about Computers: The public image of computers has quite strong 
stereotypes which affect a user’s advance expectations. It may be worthwhile to use 
questionnaires to evaluate these explicitly before deciding how to represent the system to 
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prospective users. However, it has been our experience that these expectations are modified -
rapidly as a result of experience. It is important to show prospective users a system in action and 
let them get the feel of good interactive dialogue before evaluating their own assessments of how 
they feel about using one. 

Rule 1—Introduce through experience: Interactive systems are meant to be experienced, not 
talked about. Get prospective users onto a terminal on a related, or model, system before 
discussing their expected relationship to their own system. 

2) Expectations Based on Past Experience of Computers: Expectations that have a firmer 
foundation than general knowledge are more serious. Again most individuals seem to adapt 
rapidly, particularly to an improved situation. However, the overlearning of specific operational 
procedures on one system may interfere strongly with superficially similar procedures on 
another. This problem is not unique to users of computer systems and difficulties with relearning 
are to be expected. Where one can help is by giving immediate feedback on the results of actions 
so that the resultant negative reinforcement is at its most effective. A user who performs an 
action expecting a certain result will continue to make the error for a long period if the required 
result has apparently been attained, even if its attainment is a negative inference from nothing 
going wrong— yet! It is certainly easier to work with totally naive users than with non-
computer-orientated staff who have had some experience of another interactive system. 
However, much may be done to aid relearning, and certainly much may be done that hinders it. 

Rule 2—Immediate feedback: Give the user feedback by making an immediate unambiguous 
response to each of his inputs. This should be sufficient to identify the type of activity taking 
place. 

For example, the following sequences illustrate the generation and resolution of confusion for a 
user of a television advertisement booking system who has previously used the command E to 
enter a booking, but whose present system uses it to enter a new time slot. 

Poor Sequence 
COMMAND: E 
DATE: 7 MAY 
TIME: 2054 
DURATION: 20 
SLOT EXCEEDS MAXIMUM FREE TIME* OK?: NO 
COMMAND: I 

and so on. It was only when he received the unexpected warning, impossible in a booking 
sequence, that the user became aware, indirectly, that he was in a slot entry, rather than booking 
entry, sequence. The system gave him the opportunity to abort the activity but only after he had 
made three, apparently correct, responses. Such a sequence both causes frustration and partially 
reinforces incorrect behavior. 

Good Sequence 
COMMAND: E 
NEW SLOT DATE:: 
COMMAND:I 
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and so on. The user just typed colon when he saw NEW SLOT DATE and realized immediately 
he had started the wrong activity. The system recognizes this as an abort command (see text 
referring to Fig. 14) and terminates the activity. 
3) Expectations Based on Task: The expectations of how interaction will proceed based on a 
person’s past experience of the same task not involving computers are by far the most important. 
In many cases they are based, not merely on past behavior patterns, but rather on a logical model 
of a group of related activities, e.g., that any human interrogator would ask about A and B before 
C because he has to perform an auxiliary calculation with A and B first. Worse still is the case 
where the human would not request information about C once he knows that A and B have 
certain values. In this case, it goes against the whole logic of the task for C to be requested first, 
whereas the equally redundant request of C last can be more readily accepted as an irrelevant, 
but not illogical, request. 
Task-based expectations are the most powerful and long lasting, and it is vital that the interactive 
dialogue does not appear to be based on a conflicting model. We have found it useful to pose the 
question, “How would a colleague ask you for this information if you were discussing the same 
activity?” There is a danger that the system analyst will structure the activities in a framework 
that is completely logical and selfconsistent, but one that is a hitherto unnoticed alternative to the 
conventional user stereotypes of the same activities. There is a worse danger that the system 
designer will evaluate this framework as better and seek to impose it on the user. 

Rule 3—Use the user’s model: Use a model of the activity being undertaken which corresponds 
to that of the user, and program the interactive dialogue as If it were a conversation between two 
users mutually accepting this model. 

A simple example here is the request for the sex of a patient in a clinical system. If the patient’s 
full name is known, in the majority of cases a person will not need to ask the sex, and hence a 
Name?, Sex?, sequence appears illogical. However, particularly when admitting a patient, it is 
natural to ask for the sex first. Clearly the name cannot be inferred from this, and a Sex?, Name?, 
sequence does not appear illogical. 
4) Expectations Generated by Interaction with the System: Once a user has begun to interact with 
a system he begins to build up expectations based on generalization from his experience. This 
phenomenon can be very valuable if correctly used since it enables operational training based on 
one part of the system to be transferred to the whole. On the other hand, it can greatly undermine 
a user’s confidence in the system, and his own ability to handle it, if strong expectations based 
on previous experience are false predictors of what actually happens. Those who have had such 
experiences as the interactive editor and calculator, from the same manufacturer for the same 
machine, which use different control characters for delimiters, respond in a different way to erase 
character, eraseline, messages, etc., will have every sympathy with the naive user of a new 
system faced with similar problems. 

Rule 4—Consistency and uniformity: Ensure that all terminology and operational techniques are 
consistently applied, and uniformly available, throughout all system activities. 

An example here is the provision of a system facility such as a memory prompt when the user is 
not sure what to do. The same message at any level should give the relevant information at that 
level, e.g., a poor implementation is the use of the character H as a request for help at one level 
and question mark ? at another. 
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B. Learning, Teaching, and User Control 
The preceding generalities about the user image of the system, and the basis for its expectations, 
lead to some specific techniques for programming interaction. There are other considerations of 
user psychology which are equally important, particularly the roles of learning, the system’s part 
in teaching, and the degree of control afforded the user. 
The first-time user of a system needs all the help he can be given and the system messages need 
to be long enough to be explicit and unambiguous. An infrequent user of the system may rely on 
this help and never learn to react to less explicit cues. Continuous users with increasing 
operational experience, however, can come to be irked by the very verbosity which was such a 
help to them originally. In close human partnership, the channel of communication becomes 
more and more efficient, messages become terser and more encoded, and both sides of the 
partnership adjust to one another. 

We have made many clumsy attempts to emulate this process of joint adaptation in our design of 
interactive dialogues, and would warn against too subtle methods. Changes in the behavior of the 
system, apparently taking place without cause and of its own volition, are among the most 
confusing phenomena possible. We remarked earlier, as does Kennedy [37], that the variable 
delays normally occurring on a time-sharing system are a source of stress, and basic system-
theoretic considerations [40] indicate why any such phenomena create difficult problems for the 
user in modelling the system. This leads to a further rule before considering changes to 
compensate for the user’s learning. 
Rule 5—Avoid acausality: Do not introduce apparently acausal phenomena into the system. 
Make changes in the system clear consequences of the user’s actions. 

A good warning example here is the use of timing-out responses to “help” tardy users by 
prompting them. We implemented this as an obvious and technically simple device on one early 
system, but had to remove it in haste after an otherwise stable user became highly agitated and 
refused to go near a terminal again after her first timed-out prompt. She had been quietly 
thinking what to do and the terminal suddenly interjecting and making its own suggestions was 
just too much for her. In general, users do think of the computer as a tool, not as an equal, 
although they often seem to expect remarkable perspicacity in the tool—the image of a good 
servant probably most clearly expresses this ambiguous role. 

Having emphasized that changes in the system’s mode of behavior must be under user control, 
how does one suggest that compensation be made available for the user’s increasing experience? 
There are two specific techniques that we have found of great value which between them seem 
able to cope with most requirements. These are query-in-depth, and parallel/sequential tradeoff. 
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Fig. 12. Query-in-depth in use on a TV booking system. Each successive question mark 

entered at a given stage elicits more detailed information. 
The query-in-depth technique is very simple, but in this very simplicity lies its success since it is 
rapidly assimilated by naive users. Essentially, at any point where the user has to make a 
response requested by the system he can type a question mark ?. The system then responds with 
a list of possible responses the user might make or, if data entry is required, gives an illustration 
of data in the appropriate format for entry. This query facility is itself valuable, but it can be 
defined by allowing the user to continue to type in question marks and giving more information 
in response to each one, i.e., allowing questioning in depth. In particular, the first response can 
be a memory jogging brief form of the most likely responses, such that even an impatient 
experienced user will not hesitate to use it for fear of provoking a massive explanatory printout. 
The second response can be a full-form list of all possible responses including aborts, etc., and 
the third level either a section of the operator’s manual or, particularly with a slow terminal, a 
reference to the appropriate pages in the manual. It can be seen that the query technique 
effectively distributes the operator’s manual through the system in an optimal fashion, enabling 
the system itself to assume a training role, but retains absolute user control over the system’s 
verbosity. It has the clear advantage that a user of only part of the system gains easy access to the 
relevant information for that part and does not have to find his way through a thick and daunting 
manual. We have found that it virtually removes the need for explicit operator training, and that 
the manuals fall into disuse when this is implemented. One further refinement is that the data 
entry examples should be generated as requested so that successive requests lead to different 
examples and avoid users being misled by particular figures (the acausality here does not matter 
because the user sees an apparent cause in his own repeated requests). Fig. 12 illustrates query-
in-depth in action. 
Rule 6—Query-in-depth: Distribute information and tutorial material appropriately throughout 
the system to be accessed by the user through a simple uniform mechanism. 

The sequential/parallel tradeoff technique is complementary to the query technique since it 
allows the user to reduce still further the system’s verbosity and his own associated activity as he 
comes to remember more of a data entry sequence. Essentially, when a user has to enter a series 
of commands or data items sequentially, he is permitted to enter any number of them on one line, 
in the same sequence separated by spaces. This gives the user a high degree of control over the 
structure of his data entry sequence and, with increasing skill, he can group items together as a 
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single entry. The growth of such conceptual groupings is a natural part of the learning process, 
and the effect to the user is very much one of mutual adaptation. There are more technical 
problems with sequential/parallel tradeoff than with query-in-depth since one Whist not allow 
ambiguity to arise, and does not wish to reduce the system’s error detecting capability. It is 
necessary to design the response formats to be separable when several responses are strung 
together, and to attempt to make the syntax of different responses sufficiently different to detect 
errors in the parallel entry format. Fig. 13 shows a user first entering his data completely 
sequentially and then splitting it into conceptually sensible groups for parallel entry. Note that 
this is totally at the user’s instigation. 

 
Fig. 13. Parallel/sequential tradeoff under user control in data entry. In the sequence up to 
the asterisks, the user makes the booking one item at a time with individual prompts from 
the program. In the following sequence, he makes a similar booking entering several items 

at a time with a prompt only for the next unentered item.  
Rule 7—Sequential-parallel tradeoff: Allow the user maximum flexibility to make his responses 
holistically (in parallel) or serially (in sequence) according to his wishes. 

Our emphasis on user control of the modes of operation suggests a control-theoretic analogy, and 
we have found it useful to think of the user as the observer and controller of an automaton. This 
automaton should be designed to be observable so that the user is always completely aware of its 
location on its state diagram, and it should be controllable so that the user can readily take it into 
whatever state he requires. In particular we have found it worthwhile to standardize on another 
activity-wide response, the abort response, which terminates the current activity and returns the 
user to a standard initial state, i.e., makes the automaton he is controlling resettable. The 
implementation of this facility requires care in performing sequential updates, but it is a good 
software discipline not to take account of an update until it is complete, and it is vital to the user 
that he can abort an erroneous activity cleanly and completely. We use the colon, :, as an abort 
request character because it always terminates the system’s request for input, and users find it 
easy to remember, “the colon means the system wants a response from you—type it back to it if 
you want to get back to the start.” The colon was also chosen as being a non-shift character 
easily entered on most terminals. It is surprising how many otherwise excellent systems use 
delimiters which are physically more difficult to access such as backarrow ←. It is elementary 
ergonomics to minimize the effort of typing. 
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One further contribution to observability is to print out the present value of a variable when an 
updated value is requested from the user. This also acts as a teaching facility since it enables the 
expected input format to be displayed. The use of these facilities may be seen in Fig. 14 where 
the user first modifies one booking, but then on the second occasion realizes that he has picked 
out the wrong product and aborts the sequence. 

 
Fig. 14. Observability and resettability of system. At the first asterisks the program prints 
out a complete entry so that the user can observe the effect of his request. At the second 

asterisks, the user decides to abort the sequence and gives a standard reset response which 
takes the system back to its initial state when he commenced the sequence.  

Rule 8—Observability and controllability: Envision the system as an automaton controlled by 
the user and make it simple to observe and control. In particular, provide a “reset” command 
which aborts the current activity cleanly, and print out the current state of a variable when 
requesting a new value. 

C. Other Considerations in Programming Interaction 
It is not necessary to emphasize the role of the computer in data validation since improved 
quality of data is generally the main justification for the use of interactive data entry. Checking 
the syntax of the input is generally safe and often very useful since entering the wrong type of 
data is a common error. It aids this process, and helps the user’s memory, to vary the syntax for 
different items, e.g., 10:7 for a time but 10/7, or 10-JUL, for a date. Checking values on entry 
can be dangerous if applied over enthusiastically since it is often surprising how much normal 
data are outside the proposed “norms”! We have become very wary of ever allowing the system 
to refuse a data item because it is outside a norm, and even having it query items should be done 
with care since there is great frustration in having to say, “yes I really did mean it,” too often. A 
useful technique, which takes full advantage of human visual-pattern perception, is to output the 
data input during an entry sequence as a neatly formatted printout at the end of the sequence and 
ask, “OK.to enter this?” This does not interrupt the operator’s train of activity, and is a natural 
break at which to check what he has done. Examples of this form of validation are given at the 
end of the booking sequences in Fig. 13. 
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Rule 9—Validation: Validate data on entry by checking syntax and values, but beware of 
rejecting data, or querying too much as being outside norms. Have the user himself revalidate 
major updates before acting upon them. 

One may easily become oversold on the splendors of interaction in interactive systems and 
assume its use for activities in which it is not necessary and where the limitations of current 
terminals are most apparent. In particular, one may neglect to take full advantage of the rapid 
scanning mechanisms of human visual perception for information retrieval, and of the portability 
and versatility of printed documents themselves. Interactive data entry seems inherently desirable 
for the data quality control that it offers, but interactive retrieval is suspect because terminal 
technology makes it so difficult to present information in a form matched to human perception. It 
is possible to mimic the manner in which the eye can search a very large field and then fixate on 
small details by a tree-structured retrieval process at a terminal, but why do it when the eye is so 
much better at it? Unless the data base is changing so rapidly that only absolutely current 
information is of use, it is better to concentrate on document production for information retrieval 
and dissemination. Most systems are geared to document circulation before the introduction of a 
computer and it is unwise to assume that it is necessary or desirable for interactive terminal 
access to replace them. Basys has extensive facilities for document formatting, and we have 
found the production of ‘secretarial’ quality documents a major feature in all applications, e.g., 
Figs. 5 and 7. 

Rule 10—Use documents: Do not assume that all users need to interact with the system. In 
particular, use high quality document production rather than terminal interaction for 
information retrieval whenever possible. 

One advantage of performing any activity on a computer is that it is possible to keep a log of 
what occurs and process this to give data on the activity at any level of detail. It is easier to 
accumulate too much information rather than too little, and we have found a log of major 
activities, query requests, and errors detected is adequate for most purposes. While the system is 
still at an evaluation and design stage, this, combined with looking-over-the-shoulder, provides 
feedback on systems operation. Later it becomes feedback on the problems of individual users. 
Computers are excellent monitoring systems and can keep track of their own system design 
faults, and the behavior of their users, both sources of research data so vital to the future 
development of interactive systems, e.g., Fig. 11. 

Rule 11—Log activities: Use the computer to maintain records of system and user activities to 
evaluate the behavior of both system and users. 

We have proposed a number of specific techniques for programming interaction not as absolute 
tenets (rules are made to be broken), but as useful guidelines based on experience. There is 
clearly a major need, and great scope, for research studies of interactive dialogues. It is possible 
to gather the data for these studies on any interactive system, and it is worth considering such 
monitoring as an integral part of any system design. 

IV. MAIN FEATURES OF BASYS AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION 
All the applications described and the interactive programming techniques suggested have been 
developed in the interactive language Basys or one of its commercial variants. However, as noted 
previously, we do not intend to present Basys as a language in this paper. This has been done 
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elsewhere [26] and, in most respects, Basys is yet another problem-orientated language. In this 
section, we discuss briefly a few selected aspects of Basys and its implementation that seem 
particularly important to the results achieved and have general relevance for interactive system 
development. 

A. Aids to Interactive Programming 
Initially, we did not intend to develop a general-purpose language but rather one aimed at certain 
concepts of man-computer interaction. However, it became apparent that certain basic facilities 
would be commonly required in all systems, such as numeric calculations, conditional and 
unconditional transfers of control, and so on. In our investigations of interactive facilities in use 
on central utilities we had been very impressed by the ease with which Dartmouth Basic [13], 
[14] was being used by the non-computer-orientated community. It appeared to have an essential 
simplicity and naturalness in syntax and editing procedures that commended it to users who were 
averse to other computer languages. In these circumstances, it seemed unreasonable to invent yet 
another language structure and, like many other groups developing specialist languages, we 
decided to model our overall system on Basic. 
The two main features of the Basic syntax are its use of meaningful key words and the use of line 
numbers rather than labels. The key words seem to contribute much to Basic’s high readability, 
and the need to insert them itself prevents the vast opaque syntactic constructions possible in 
Algol and mandatory in Lisp. The role of the line numbers and their use in transfers of control is 
more open to controversy, and we have debated it on many occasions over many years, 
particularly in relation to more meaningful labels. However, the situation of a programmer at a 
terminal is that he cannot see all his text at a time but must access individual lines. The topology 
of the number system is so ingrained in us all that numeric labels corresponding to the order of 
statements give an immediate picture of the stored program structure. Using the same line 
numbers that make for ease of editing as the “labels” for transfer of control is then a minimal 
natural construct necessitating the acquisition of no new concepts. We accepted the use of line 
numbers in Basic and have not regretted it. Indeed, in Basys, it is extended to enable dynamically 
varying character strings and string constants to be stored and referenced as part of the same 
structure of numbered “program” lines. 
The main objectives of our syntactical modifications to Basic were to minimize the effort of 
program creation and documentation and maximize the clarity of the result. The subobjectives 
were the following. 
1) No unnecessary syntax on program entry—the programmer should be able to enter the 
minimum string necessary to specify a statement. 

2) Full clarity in program listings—the system should recreate missing syntax on output and 
format it appropriately. 
To achieve this, we had to drop some Basic conventions, notably the non-significance of spaces 
which were natural separators, readily inserted with the space bar. This allowed a comma, or one 
or more spaces, or implicit separation, to be specified as optional separators. Command key 
words could then be defined as a string of letters which matched, or partially matched, one of the 
stored commands. Hence, any command could be shortened to its minimal unambiguous initial 
string. We chose command names so that the first two letters were sufficient to resolve 
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ambiguity, and a single letter alone, if ambiguous, was interpreted as the most commonly used 
command. These abbreviations apply only to program input and, when the whole or part of a 
program is listed, the full command words are output with a leading and a trailing space to give a 
neatly formatted, readable output. 

The implementation of Basys has always been either interpretive or has retained sufficient 
information at runtime to appear so to the user. When program execution is halted by use of a 
control-key, by a stored command, or by an error, any command may be directly executed, and 
all the data structures are available. Hence, changes may be made to program or data and 
execution continued. 
None of these features is unique to Basys, but taken as a whole, together with a consistent 
attention to ease of program development in other parts of the system, they provide an attractive 
and helpful environment to the system developer. How important this is never becomes apparent 
until a Basys user has to use normal Basic or some other language and finds that “obvious” and 
“natural” features and facilities do not exist. 

B. String Processing in Basys 
Our early experiences in programming interactive dialogues had convinced us of the need for 
facilities to process character strings which went well beyond those of any commonly available 
language. Our ojectives were very similar to those described by Griswold for Snobol [24] and 
some striking similarities between the facilities offered will be noticed. Our initial aims were 
strongly influenced by the template-matching, contextual analysis, facilities necessary to 
implement an Eliza-type of system [22], [23]. Experience in the design and implementation of 
contextual editors [8] led to many of the features of the present system. Both the facilities and 
syntax of string-handling in Basys represent a substantial improvement over the conventional 
string extensions of Basic that is particularly important in promoting the programming of 
effective interaction. These facilities have been widely and successfully used by programmers 
with diverse experience and requirements, and we feel justified in giving some detail here. We 
hope to illustrate that the necessary power for contextual string analysis can be provided in a 
natural simplyused form that enables interaction to be programmed as easily as arithmetic. 

Our implementation of Basys automatically gave us facilities for manipulating the character 
strings which form program lines and it was natural to store string data in the same way. Any 
“program” line beginning with a $ sign is a string variable initially containing whatever follows 
the $ sign. Such variables are referenced as $<line number> where “line number” is a number, or 
numeric expression, evaluating to a line number, e.g. : 

>100 $HI THERE 
>PRINT $ l 00 
HI THERE 
>LET X=99 
>P $X+l 
HI THERE * 
> 

(Note, the “go-ahead” sign, >, is printed by Basys in edit mode to request input. Hence, in these 
examples, it serves to distinguish text typed by the programmer from that typed out by Basys). 
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Apart from its implementation advantage this mechanism for string variables: 

1) Enables string constants to be listed as part of the program. 
2) Enables string constants to be placed in that part of the program where they are used. 
3) Makes string arrays naturally available and, in particular, efficiently implements sparse string 
arrays. 
String expressions containing string constants, variables and literals, and numeric variables 
converted to strings have a natural syntax similar to that of Basic, e.g., 

>PRINT $100 ‘WHAT IS’ X ‘TIMES’ X 
HI THERE WHAT IS 99 TIMES 99 
> 

Contextual string analysis is based on the concepts of a source string being analyzed, a 
destination string to which output may be appended, and. various pattern-matching commands 
The system variable QS contains the line number of the source string, QD that of the destination 
string, and QP contains a pointer to a character within $QS. These system variables are 
automatically set up by the string processing commands but are accessible to the programmer for 
the more complex string processing. 

The command PUT <string expression> sets up a source string by assigning the value of the 
expression to $QS and setting QP to zero. The command AS <string variable> sets up the string 
variable as a destination string initially null, and assigns its line number to QD. The command 
WITH <string expression> is used to append the value of the expression to $QD, typically to 
replace a pattern matched in the source string. 
TO, FROM, and SEEK are template search commands specifying a template to be looked for in 
the source string $QS starting from the QPth character. If the pattern is found, QP is updated to 
point to the next character beyond it. If the template does not fit and the match fails then neither 
QP nor $QD is affected. FROM specifies an anchored search (for an initial template), and SEEK 
an unanchored search (for an imbedded template). TO specifies an unanchored search in which 
characters in the source string prior to those matching the template are appended to the 
destination string. The forms of template include string variables, numeric strings (automatically 
converted and assigned to a numeric variable), and a specified number of characters. The 
commands and templates are powerful enough to cover most requirements, but enable the string 
analysis to be expressed simply and meaningfully, e.g.: 

>1 $ABCDEFGH 
>PUT $1 :AS $2 :FROM ‘CD’ :TO ‘G 
>PRINT $2 
EF 

Fig. 15 gives some more detailed examples, showing how a date format is matched and the 
numeric fields extracted, and how a simple sentence can be split up and reconstructed as a reply. 
Fig. 16 is a simple “calculator” program with its own syntax that illustrates the use of the string 
processing to analyze a formal “language.” 
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Fig. 15. Demonstrations of the string-processing commands in Basys. 

 
Fig. 16. A simple calculator language implemented using Basys pattern matching. 
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These examples demonstrate the operation of the pattern-matching string analysis facilities in 
Basys in simple situations. Clearly the combined use of all the facilities coupled with 
computations with, and assignments to, the variables QS, QD, and QP, allows very complex 
string analysis to be carried out. What should also be apparent, however, is the naturalness of this 
command family for use in the commonly required string analysis needed to support interactive 
data entry and conversational dialogues. Our objective was not only to supply string-processing 
facilities but also to retain the readability, and the transparency of function, which is such an 
important feature of Basic. 

C. Variable Scope and Procedures in Basys 
One further area of significant divergence between Basys and Basic is in the scope of variables 
and the mechanism for passing parameters to procedures. We have found it essential to have 
variables of local scope and an explicit mechanism for passing parameters by value and by 
reference. In earlier implementations of Basys, space for all numeric variables was allocated 
from a single-level store. Once created variable names were static and retained their values 
between subroutine calls, program overlaying, and so on. Such a simple allocation scheme is 
adequate for small programs up to about 200 lines, but creates an increasingly onerous memory 
load on the programmer as they become larger. For the suites of some 30 or more 200-line 
programs that typified our commercial and medical systems, we found that the use of variable 
names for different purposes in different places was the greatest single source of errors. In 
particular, it made modification of large suites very difficult. Wet found ourselves generating 
elaborate cross-reference packages and losing many of the advantages of rapid development 
otherwise available in Basys. 

The obvious extension was to restrict the scope of names and this has been done in later 
implementations by assigning storage for simple variables and arrays from a system stack. This 
same stack is also used to hold procedure return information and hence new variables created in 
procedure calls are automatically local. The Basic Gosub command has been dropped as a means 
of implementing procedure calls. The command DO <line number> in Basys causes execution of 
the specified line but does not transfer control to it. It is normally used to avoid repetition of long 
program statements. If, however, the line executed commences with a BEGIN command, the DO 
automatically becomes a procedure call in which the whole block is executed. Value or reference 
parameters may be passed to a procedure by listing them after the line number in the DO 
command, and are picked up by the procedure in local variables listed after the BEGIN 
command. The command BACK causes a procedure return which clears up the stack and 
transfers control back to the caller. 

Slight variants on these mechanisms are used to implement iterative loops and a block structure. 
The mechanism outlined has proven both natural and effective. Users do think of a procedure as 
a separate entity and variables within it as local to it. Again the full impact is felt only when 
users go back to Basic or an earlier implementation of Basys and have to take their own steps to 
avoid name conflicts. This problem is not a function of the limited repertoire of names in Basic 
and Basys since the interactive user naturally uses single character names anyway to minimize 
the effort of typing. 
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D. Basys Implementation and Extension 
Two practically important features of Basys are its compactness and ease of implementation/ 
extension. These features are clearly related in that a small program takes less time to implement, 
and making the logic table-driven for ease of extension also makes for ease of understanding and 
implementation. 
Table I indicates the size of complete core-resident Basys interpreters for various machines. 
These are comparable representations, although each was interfaced to a different form of 
device-independent monitor; only the earliest implementation on the TSS 8 is significantly 
different in its facilities. The sizes stated for the PDP11 appear anomalous but the word-size of 
this machine is probably better taken as 32 bits rather than 16. Too much should not be read into 
the table relating to the relative efficiencies of the order codes of the machines, although as a 
general rule we have found that the smaller the word-size the greater the efficiency of program 
encoding. The figures given in Table I include code, tables, and workspace, but not user program 
storage. We generally use a figure of about 20K bits as a reasonable size of user partition for 
Basys programs of up to about 100 lines complete with their associated variables. This has also 
proved to be a reasonable size for program overlays in the smaller financial and clinical systems 
described. The number of machine instructions in a complete Basys interpreter is about 2700. 
The main source of variation in this figure is the code required to interface input/output, etc., to 
the monitor of the host system. 

 
Table I: Size of Various Basys Implementations 

One would not expect the writing of 2700 instructions to take much time and the implementation 
of Basys on a new machine is fast and straightforward. First, one writes a family of low-level 
routines to create a virtual machine with character handling and the required form of arithmetic. 
Then, one writes a set of intermediate routines that manipulate the Basys data structures. Finally, 
one writes the top-level routines that evaluate string and arithmetic expressions. The time taken 
to do this is almost entirely a function of the software development system available for the host 
machine and is typically about two man-weeks on a machine with a well-integrated disk-based 
machine-code development system. As we have emphasized previously [8], it is the quality of 
these developmental resources which has the prime effect on the software development time for 
well-defined system programs. We have found it worthwhile to write a good assembler and 
linking loader for a minicomputer before attempting any other software development if its 
facilities are primitive. Equally we have found it vital to base the development on the best 
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interactive text editor available rather than any other resource. An emulator of one machine on a 
more powerful, better supported, disk-based configuration is useful, but a good editor is vital. In 
one recent development it has proved better to edit on a disk-based configuration, transfer for 
assembly to a magnetic-tape based configuration which has a suitable assembler, and, finally, 
transfer to the paper-tape based target configuration for testing and debugging. This awkward 
sequence itself slows down development but is very much faster than using the paper-tape based 
system alone. 

The size of the system is only one of several machine effectiveness parameters. The timings of 
Basys arithmetic and string-handling are comparable in all implementations, with arithmetic up 
to 100 times slower than machine code and string-handling up to 10 times slower. For the 
majority of our applications, these losses are not significant and full advantage may be taken of 
the interpretive high-level kernel language. Where arithmetic speed is vital, it has been necessary 
to add small machine code extensions, e.g., a fast Fourier transform or matrix inversion routine. 
We originally designed Basys as a convenient framework for driving a family of machine-code 
routines, and it is very simple to add an additional command by putting a new command string in 
one table, a transfer vector in another table, and a new machine-code routine at the transfer 
address. Routines in the main package to evaluate arithmetic and string expressions, standard 
return addresses, and so on, are well documented and accessible to the new routine. Ease of 
extension of the basic interpreter with fast special-purpose routines has been important in several 
instrumentation applications otherwise considered unsuited to minicomputers programmed in 
high-level languages. 
The interpretive execution of Basys is, however, its greatest limitation in more general 
applications. Several of our users now have large numeric and nonnumeric data analysis 
packages in Basys that would be far more widely used if they were faster. The advent of 
customer-microprogrammable minicomputers from several manufacturers has led us to 
investigate the possibility of putting a substantial part of Basys’s 2700 instructions into 
microcode. Less than 1000 words of microcode would give a speed advantage of some 10-15 
times, and add technical viability to the psychological attractiveness of Basys as a general-
purpose interactive language. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Looking back at our own motivation in undertaking the system developments described in this 
paper there have been two main undercurrents of scepticism that have stirred us into action. 
1) That effective man-computer collaboration is not possible, or at least not of practical 
importance, or requires far more advanced techniques and complex systems than currently 
available. It has always seemed to us that many of the problems of computer users were the 
results of artificial barriers between them and the computer, and that interactive access had the 
potential to remove these barriers. Interactive man-computer collaboration should be the simplest 
and most natural mode of operation, not the most complex. 
2) That the capabilities of minicomputer-based systems were consistently underestimated. In 
many cases, users were getting far too large a facility for a given task and then suffocating under 
the complexity of their own fire power. 
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In recent years, interactive usage has come to be accepted and the range of minicomputer 
applications greatly expanded. However, a degree of scepticism is still widespread and it is clear 
that interaction alone does not necessarily mean effective collaboration, neither does the way in 
which minicomputers are used necessarily take full advantage of their potential as small flexible 
system modules. We hope that this paper provides not only further detailed evidence of the 
practical potential of interactive minicomputer-based systems, but also some guidelines as to 
their development and use, together with examples of facilities and techniques against which 
other systems may be evaluated. In particular we have shown that a high-level language on a 
minicomputer can be very compact and does not detract from the attractive small-size low-cost 
aspects of minicomputers. We have shown that contextual string-handling can also be provided 
compactly in a simple and natural form as readily used as arithmetic. Given these facilities, we 
have shown that interaction itself can be programmed according to simple rules which aid the 
non-computer-orientated user and avoid his having to adapt to the peculiarities often present in 
computer systems. 
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